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In this paper several problems related to the implementation of the method
for the approximate calculation of distance between regular events for multitape
finite automata are considered and resolved. An algorithm of matching for the
considered regular expressions is suggested and results of the algorithm applica-
tion to some specific regular expressions are adduced. The proposed method can
be used not only for the mentioned implementation, but also separately.
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Introduction. Regular expressions have a broad variety of applications and
are supported in many programming languages. It is natural that the consideration of
commutativity between some letters may additionally increase the range of application
of regular expressions.

Partially commutativity in the input alphabet is naturally related to the multitape
finite automata (MFA) [1], for which any two letters of different tapes are commutative
with each other, and any two letters of the same tape are not commutative.

A new representation of languages for multitape finite automata (MFA), based
on a special binary coding of elements in a free partially commutative semigroup were
considered in [2]. This coding was also used for the solution of several problems in
the theory of automata, which were previously open [2–4].

Regular expressions and events, a metric space of regular events for MFA, a
problems of multitape finite automaton analysis resulting in a corresponding regular
expression as well as synthesis of a multitape finite automation from a given regular
expression for MFA were considered in [5]. We note that initially the notion of a
metric space of regular events for one-tape automata was introduced in [6].
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It is well-known that the equivalence problem for MFA is unsolvable [1], and it
follows from the above that for the introduced metric determination of the distance
between two regular expressions is unsolvable too, because otherwise it will be
possible to determine the equivalence of two MFA via checking whether the distance
between them is equal to 0.

An attempt of proposing an approximate method for calculating the distance
between the regular events for a multitape automata was done in [7]. The distance
was based on the Euclidean distance, due to an isomorphism between elements of a
free partially commutative semigroup and a sub-semigroup of Rn. In this paper, we
investigate the approximate method of calculating the distance proposed in [5]. This
metric is based on a new characterization of commutation classes of a free partially
commutative semigroup.

The implementation in C++ emphasizes the parts of the method, which essen-
tially impact its complexity. A justification of the provided solutions is discussed.
Results of some runs of the implementation are adduced too.

Both modules for distance calculation between two given regular expressions
and for matching an input string with a given regular expression along with test results
on the provided benchmark are available from https://github.com/HayMurad/
multitape_regex.

The paper comprises of 5 sections. The definitions of free partially commuta-
tive semigroups, regular expressions and regular events over those semigroups, and
multitape finite automata are formulated in Section 2. Extensions on multitape case
of some already known metrics for languages accepted by one-tape automata, and a
new metric are considered in Section 3. The algorithm for calculating the approximate
distance for given regular events in a free partially commutative semigroup and the
algorithm for string matching for regular expressions are represented in Section 4.
Final conclusions are given in Section 5.

Preliminaries. Recall some definitions from [5].
If X is an alphabet, then the set of all words in the alphabet X , including the

empty word, will be denoted by X∗, and the set of all n-element tuples of words will
be denoted by (Xn)∗.

Let G be a semigroup with a unit, generated by the set of generators
Y = {y1,y2, . . . ,yn}. G is called a free partially commutative semigroup, if it is
defined by a finite set of relations of type yiy j = y jyi.

Let K : Y ∗→ ({0,1}n)∗ be a homomorphism on the set FY , which maps words
from Y ∗ to n-element vectors in the binary alphabet {0,1}. The homomorphism K
over the set of symbols of the set FY is defined by the equation:

K(yi) = (a1i, . . . ,ani), where ai j =


1, i = j,
e, yiy j = y jyi,

0, yiy j 6= y jyi.

At the same time K(e) = (e, . . . ,e).
K(yiy j), i 6= j, is defined as a left concatenation:

K(yiy j) = (a1 ja1i, . . . ,an jani).

https://github.com/HayMurad/multitape_regex
https://github.com/HayMurad/multitape_regex
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The homomorphism K can be considered as a mapping not only on Y ∗, but also
on the free partially commutative semigroup G.

Any element in K(G) can be represented in the form ki1 . . .kim , where ∀ j
ki j ∈ K(Y ). As an element may have multiple such representations, we define an
equivalence relation ρK on K(Y )∗, namely, if p,q ∈ K(Y )∗, then pρKq iff p and q
are the representations of the same element in K(G). The equivalence class of p is
denoted by [p].

For a free partially commutative semigroup G with the set of generators Y , a
regular event and a regular expression over K(Y ) are defined as follows:

1. /0 (empty set) is a regular event in K(Y ).
2. Ẽ = {[e, . . . ,e]} is a regular event in K(Y ).
3. ∀y ∈ Y,{[K(y)]} is a regular event in K(Y ).
4. If P and Q are regular events in K(Y ), then so are:

(a) P+Q = P∪Q;
(b) PQ = {[s] |s = pq, [p] ∈ P, [q] ∈ Q}, where pq is the concatenation of p

and q as defined above;
(c) P∗ =

⋃
n≥0

Pn, where P0 = Ẽ, Pn = PPn−1 for n≥ 1.

5. There are no any other regular events in K(Y ).

1. /0 is a regular expression, denoting the regular event /0.
2. K(e) = (e, . . . ,e) is a regular expression, denoting the regular event Ẽ.
3. ∀y ∈ Y,K(y) is a regular expression, denoting the regular event {[K(y)]}.
4. If p and q are regular expressions in K(Y ), denoting regular events P and Q

correspondingly, then so are
(a) p+q, denoting the regular event P+Q;
(b) pq, denoting the regular event PQ;
(c) p∗ =

⋃
n≥0

pn, where p0 = K(e), pn = ppn−1 for n≥ 1 denoting the

regular event P∗.
5. There are no any other regular expressions in K(Y ).
This definition of regular event differs from the known definition of regular

events by the definition of "concatenation" operation, and by being defined as a set of
equivalence classes. Further we will simply say a word p belongs to the regular event
S, if [p] ∈ S.

Two models of multitape finite automata are necessary for consideration.
Let Q be a finite set of states, X be an input alphabet, δ : Q×X → 2Q be the

transition function, q0 ∈ Q be the initial state and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.
If X can be divided into disjoint, ordered subsets X = X1∪ . . .∪Xn such that

Xi
⋂
i 6= j

X j = /0 and ∀x,x′ (x ∈ Xi,x′ ∈ X j(i 6= j),xx′ = x′x), then it is called a partially

commutative alphabet. Each subset Xi corresponds to i-th tape. Further, in this paper
we will only consider partially commutative alphabets.
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D e f i n i t i o n 1. (Rabin-Scott model [1]). Let T : Q→ {1, . . . ,n} be a tape
function, which associates each state from Q with a certain tape. An n-tape

automaton is called a tuple A = (Q,T,X ,δ ,q0,F), where Q =
n⋃

i=1
Qi such that

Qi = {q|q ∈ Q,T (q) = i} ∀i = 1, . . . ,n.

D e f i n i t i o n 2. (Mixed-state model [8]). An n-tape automaton is called a
tuple A = (Q,X ,δ ,q0,F).

The mixed-state model differs from the classical Rabin-Scott model by not
bounding each state to a specific tape.

An automaton is called deterministic in Rabin-Scott model (DMFA), if
∀i, ∀q ∈ Qi, x ∈ Xi |δ (q,x)| ≤ 1, otherwise, it is called nondeterministic (NMFA).

An automaton in Mixed-state model is called deterministic (DMFA-MSM),
if ∀q ∈ Q, x ∈ X |δ (q,x)| ≤ 1, and there does not exist xi ∈ Xi, x j ∈ X j, i 6= j,
such that |δ (q,xi)| > 0 and

∣∣δ (q,x j)
∣∣ > 0 simultaneously. Otherwise, it is called

nondeterministic (NMFA-MSM).
Metric Spaces for Free Partially Commutative Semigroups. Below, we

will consider extensions of some known metrics on regular expressions for regular
languages over free partially commutative semigroup. First we consider the metric
proposed by Bodnarchuk [6]. For a word p its length is denoted by d(p). Let
E1 and E2 be regular events in the classical algebra of events. The Bodnarchuk
distance between E1 and E2 is defined as the number ρ(E1,E2) = 2−d(E1∆E2), where
d(E) = min{d(r)|r ∈ E} and E1∆E2 is the symmetric set difference of the regular
events E1 and E2.

The Bodnarchuk metric is a complete metric for regular languages over free
partially commutative semigroup, but it does not tell much about the distance between
two regular events and it is not a good suit for measuring difference between them.

Next, we consider the edit distance. In [9] it was extended to the distance of two
regular languages, and similarly can be extended over a free partially commutative
semigroup. To be more specific, Levenshtein distance will be used [10].

Let Y = {y1,y2, . . . ,ym} be a partially commutative alphabet (Y = Y1∪ . . .∪Yn),
and G be a free partially commutative semigroup generated from Y .

The longest sub-word ym1ym2 . . .ymk of the word g ∈ G, where ym j ∈ Yi,∀ j, is
called the projection of the word g on the subset Yi, and will be denoted as σYi(g).

For g1,g2 ∈ G we will denote ED(g1,g2) =
√

n2
1 +n2

2 + . . .+n2
k as the edit

distance of the words g1 and g2, where ni is the edit distance of the words σYi(g1) and
σYi(g2).

Let E1 and E2 be regular events over a free partially commutative semigroup G.
ED(E1,E2) = min

r1∈E1,r2∈E2
(ED(r1,r2)) is called the edit distance between E1 and E2.

The downside of the edit distance is that it disregards the actual difference of
the regular events and focuses on the two closest words.

A new metric was introduced in [5] to address these drawbacks. Let G be a
free partially commutative semigroup with generators Y = y1,y2, . . . ,yk and g1,g2 ∈G.
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Cyi(g j) is the vector of occurrences of letter yi in g j [5]. As these vectors may have
different lengths, denote by C′yi

(g1) and C′yi
(g2) the same vectors with -1-s added to

the one having smaller length. Define the distance between g1,g2 ∈ G as follows:

d(g1,g2) =
∥∥∥(∥∥C′y1

(g1)−C′y1
(g2)

∥∥
2 , . . . ,

∥∥C′yk
(g1)−C′yk

(g2)
∥∥

2

)∥∥∥
2
,

where ‖v‖2 is the L2 norm of the vector.
Let E1 and E2 be regular events over a free partially commutative semigroup.

dh distance of E1 and E2 is defined by
dH(E1,E2) = max{ sup

r1∈E1

inf
r2∈E2

d(r1,r2), sup
r2∈E2

inf
r1∈E1

d(r1,r2)}.

The problem of equivalence for multitape finite automata is generally not
solvable [1], hence the problem of whether dH(E1,E2) = 0 is not solvable. This leads
to the fact, that the calculation of dH is unsolvable, as well.

In the next section an algorithm for the approximate calculation of dH is given.
Algorithm for Approximate Distance Calculation, Implementation and

Benchmark for Matching Algorithm. In this section we present the implemen-
tation of the method for approximate calculation of the difference between two regular
events over a free partially commutative semigroup proposed in [5], mainly focusing
on parts, which require a careful approach.

Recall the approximate method for calculating dH . Let R1 and R2 be regular
expressions over a partially commutative alphabet X = X0∪ . . .∪Xn, denoting regular
events E1 and E2 correspondingly.

1. Construct DMFAs from R1 and R2:
(a) construct NMFA-εs from R1 and R2 using “Thompson’s construction”

[11];
(b) transform these NMFA-εs into NMFA-MSMs (A1 and A2) using

“Subset construction” [11];
(c) transform A1 and A2 into DMFAs using a new tape Xε = {ε1,ε2, . . . ,εn}.

Denote these DMFAs by A(D)
1 and A(D)

2 , and their starting states by q10
and q20 respectively.

2. Run “Congruence Builder” algorithm [4] passing the union of A(D)
1 and

A(D)
2 as an input automaton.

(a) If q10 and q20 are in the same equivalence class, then dH = 0.
(b) Otherwise, denote by P(D)

1 and P(D)
2 the finite sets of words accepted by

A(D)
1 and A(D)

2 , obtained during the execution of “Congruence Builder”.
Continue to the next step.

3. Delete the last words from each tuple in P(D)
1 and P(D)

2 , getting sets of n-tuples
of words P1 and P2 correspondingly.

4. For every p ∈ P1 \P2, if p is accepted by A2, add the tuple p to P2.
5. For every p ∈ P2 \P1, if p is accepted by A1, add the tuple p to P1.
6. Calculate the distance dH(P1,P2).
Items 4 and 5 need a more detailed approach. In particular, the implementation

of these steps requires an algorithm for matching a word in a given NMFA-MSM.
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The implementation of word matching is given in Algorithm 1. The procedure
MATCH_WORD takes as an argument an NMFA-MSM, a state from which it starts
the matching (initially q0) and an n− tuple word.

Algorithm 1 Word matching in NMFA-MSM
1: procedure MATCH_WORD(A,q, tw)
2: A = (Q,X ,δ ,q0,F)
3: if ∀t i

w ∈ tw tw is empty then
4: if q ∈ F then
5: return True
6: else
7: return False
8: tapes←{i | δ (q,x) 6= /0,x ∈ Xi}
9: f ound← False

10: for i in tapes do
11: if t i

w not empty then
12: t i

w = wi1wi2 . . .wir
13: if δ (q,wi1) 6= /0 then
14: f ound←MATCH_WORD(A,δ (q,wi1),
15: (t1

w, . . . , t
i
w,wi2 . . .wir , . . . t

n
w))

16: if f ound = True then
17: return True
18: return False

Note, that the sequence of steps 1 (a), 1 (b) and Algorithm 1 is an algorithm
for matching a given word in a partially commutative alphabet with a pattern given
as a regular expression over a free partially commutative semigroup. This leads to a
separate algorithm for a string matching in a multitape case.

Let R be a regular expression over a free partially commutative semigroup
and, r be the total number of operators and operands in R. The worst case time of
constructing an NMFA-MSM from R is O(r22r), however typically the number of
states s in the constructed NMFA-MSM is about r, so it takes O(r3) time (similar to
the construction of DFA [11]).

The worst case complexity of checking whether an NMFA-MSM accepts an
input string with a length x, by Algorithm 1 is O(nx), where n is the number of tapes.
To see, whether the typical results run faster, a benchmark has been created based
on http://openresty.org/misc/re/bench/. The later one is a benchmark for
regular expressions for one tape automata.

An implementation of the algorithm has been written in C++. It finds all
maximal words accepted by an NMFA-MSM from a given string or stream of
characters. The algorithm has been tested on three different files having sizes of
25 Mb, 10 Mb and 10 Kb. For every test the number of matches and algorithm
elapsed time are recorded. The results of benchmark can be viewed in https:
//github.com/HayMurad/multitape_regex/tree/master/test.

http://openresty.org/misc/re/bench/
https://github.com/HayMurad/multitape_regex/tree/master/test
https://github.com/HayMurad/multitape_regex/tree/master/test
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Items 1 (c), 3 and 6 are straightforward and do not require further details, and
item 2 is already given in [4].

Algorithm 2 Calculate Approximate dH

1: procedure CALCULATE_APPROXIMATE_DISTANCE(R1,R2,X)
2: A(D)

1 ← BUILD_DMFA(R1)

3: A(D)
2 ← BUILD_DMFA(R2)

4: Eq←CONGRUENCE_BUILDER(A(D)
1 ∪A(D)

2 )
5: if EQ_SET (Eq,q10) = EQ_SET (Eq,q20) then
6: return 0
7: else
8: P1← EQ_SET (Eq,q10).Words
9: P2← EQ_SET (Eq,q20).Words

10: T RIM(P1)
11: T RIM(P2)
12: for p in P1 \P2 do
13: if MATCH_WORD(A2,q20, p) then
14: P2← P2∪{p}
15: for p in P2 \P1 do
16: if MATCH_WORD(A1,q10, p) then
17: P1← P1∪{p}
18: return dH(P1,P2)

We proceed to full pseudocode of the algorithm (Algorithm 2) for finding the
approximate distance between regular expressions over a free partially commuta-
tive semigroup. Let R1 and R2 be regular expressions over a partially commutative
alphabet.

Here in line 2 we construct DMFA A(D)
1 for R1 according to steps 1 (a), 1 (b),

1 (c). Similarly we construct DMFA A(D)
2 for R2 in line 3. In line 4, according to

step 2, we run “Congruence Builder” algorithm for the union of A(D)
1 and A(D)

2 and
store the resulting equivalence classes in Eq. We check if q10 and q20 states are in the
same equivalence class in line 5, and if they are we return 0 as the distance of regular
expressions because they are equivalent. Otherwise in line 8 from Eq. equivalence
classes we retrieve the class that q10 belongs to and store the words that were obtained
during the execution of “Congruence Builder” for that class in P1. Similarly we store
words of equivalence class that q20 belongs in P2 in line 9. The n+1-tuples of words
are trimmed (lines 10, 11) by removing the last words corresponding to Xε tape. This
results in n-tuples of words. Afterwards, we loop over all the words in P1 \P2 and
check if given word is accepted by A2 automaton (line 13). If there is a match we add
given word into P2 (line 14). We do similar check for all the words in P2 \P1 in a loop
and add them to P1, if they are accepted by A1 in (line 15). Finally, we calculate the
dH distance between P1 and P2 in line 18.
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The implementation of the Algorithm 2 in C++ is given in https://github.
com/HayMurad/multitape_regex/tree/master/src.

Conclusion. In this paper the distance between regular expressions over a free
partially commutative semigroup is considered.

An algorithm is described for the calculation of the approximate distance
between two regular expressions, and as a part of it, an algorithm is proposed for
finding the matches of a given regular expression over a partially commutative alphabet
in the input text. The implementation of the algorithm is done in C++ and the
performance of matching algorithm is checked on a defined benchmark.
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KANONAVOR PATAHOWY�NERI MIJEV HE�AVOROW�YAN �A�OWM

BAZMA	APAVEN AVTOMATNERI HAMAR` HAMAR	EQOW�YAN DASERI

NOR BNOW�AGRI HIMAN VRA

Hodva�owm qnnarkvowm  low�vowm en kanonavor patahowy�neri mij 

he�avorow�yown� motavor ha�varkman me�odi irakanacman het kapva�

oro� xndirner` bazma�apaven avtomatneri hamar: A�ajarkvowm �

qnnarkva� kanonavor artahaytow�yownneri ba�i hamapatasxanow�yan

algori�m  bervowm en oro� hatowk kanonavor artahaytow�yownneri vra

algori�mi kira�man ardyownqner: A�ajarkvo� me�od� karo� � �gtagor�vel

o� miayn n�va� irakanacman hamar, ayl na a�an�in:

Т. А. ГРИГОРЯН, М. С. АЙРАПЕТЯН

ИЗМЕРЕНИЕ РАССТОЯНИЯ МЕЖДУ РЕГУЛЯРНЫМИ СОБЫТИЯМИ
ДЛЯ МНОГОЛЕНТОЧНЫХ АВТОМАТОВ НА ОСНОВЕ НОВОЙ

ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИ КЛАССОВ ЭКВИВАЛЕНТНОСТИ

В статье рассмотрены и решены несколько проблем, связанных с
реализацией метода приближенного вычисления расстояния между регуляр-
ными событиями для многоленточных конечных автоматов. Предлагается
алгоритм подбора слов рассматриваемых регулярных выражений и при-
ведены результаты применения алгоритма к некоторым конкретным
регулярным выражениям. Предложенный метод можно использовать не
только для указанной реализации, но и отдельно.
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